The following are suggested parish bulletin announcements about upcoming features in the Catholic Herald. We encourage you to use these items in your bulletin. You are free to use the Catholic Herald logo with the announcements. Thank you.

**NO ISSUE JANUARY 2**

**DEEPEN YOUR FAITH WITH THE CATHOLIC HERALD**

**Issue of January 9, 2020**

Each week the Catholic Herald gives its readers a Catholic perspective on national and international news with articles from Catholic News Service. The Catholic Herald also keeps readers up to date locally with coverage of events happening around the Diocese of Madison.

Learn more about your Catholic faith by reading the Catholic Herald. If you do not subscribe but wish to receive the Catholic Herald print or e-Edition in your home, contact your parish office.

**DEEPEN YOUR FAITH WITH THE CATHOLIC HERALD**

**Issue of January 16, 2020**

This week, in conjunction with the anniversary of the Roe v. Wade decision on abortion, the Catholic Herald features articles on defending life in the Respect Life section. This week’s paper also contains the special monthly Senior Focus section for senior Catholics.

Learn more about your Catholic faith by reading the Catholic Herald. If you do not subscribe but wish to receive the Catholic Herald print or new e-Edition in your home, contact your parish office.

**DEEPEN YOUR FAITH WITH THE CATHOLIC HERALD**

**Issue of January 23, 2020**

This week the Catholic Herald features a special section with a calendar of events and articles on Catholic schools in the Diocese of Madison as they observe Catholic Schools Week, January 26 to February 1.

Learn more about your Catholic faith by reading the Catholic Herald. If you do not subscribe but wish to receive the Catholic Herald print or new e-Edition in your home, contact your parish office.

**DEEPEN YOUR FAITH WITH THE CATHOLIC HERALD**

**Issue of January 30, 2020**

This week’s issue features a County Connection section focused on West Dane County. Each week on its Entertainment page, the Catholic Herald highlights TV and radio programs to help make viewing choices easier and provides ideas for fun, family-friendly shows, concerts, and activities to attend around the diocese.

Learn more about your Catholic faith by reading the Catholic Herald. If you do not subscribe but wish to receive the Catholic Herald print or new e-Edition in your home, contact your parish office.
DEEPEN YOUR FAITH WITH THE CATHOLIC HERALD
Issue of February 6, 2020
This week the Catholic Herald features the Retirement Living section with resources and articles of interest for those in retirement or nearing retirement age. Each week the Catholic Herald gives its readers a Catholic perspective on national and international news with articles from Catholic News Service.

Learn more about your Catholic faith by reading the Catholic Herald. If you do not subscribe but wish to receive the Catholic Herald print or new e-Edition in your home, contact your parish office.

DEEPEN YOUR FAITH WITH THE CATHOLIC HERALD
Issue of February 13, 2020
Each week on its Entertainment page the Catholic Herald highlights TV and radio programs to help make viewing choices easier and provide ideas for fun, family-friendly shows, concerts, and activities to attend around the diocese.

Learn more about your Catholic faith by reading the Catholic Herald. If you do not subscribe but wish to receive the Catholic Herald print or new e-Edition in your home, contact your parish office.

DEEPEN YOUR FAITH WITH THE CATHOLIC HERALD
Issue of February 20, 2020
This week's Catholic Herald features a Retreat section, including information on places and methods of reflection. Also, the first Fish Fries listings of the Lenten season will be published.

Learn more about your Catholic faith by reading the Catholic Herald. If you do not subscribe but wish to receive the Catholic Herald print or new e-Edition in your home, contact your parish office.

DEEPEN YOUR FAITH WITH THE CATHOLIC HERALD
Issue of February 27, 2020
This week the Catholic Herald features a special Senior Focus section that addresses issues pertinent to senior Catholics. Also, the Catholic Herald will showcase Grant County in its special County Connection section. Fish Fries listings for Lent will also be published.

Learn more about your Catholic faith by reading the Catholic Herald. If you do not subscribe but wish to receive the Catholic Herald print or new e-Edition in your home, contact your parish office.

DEEPEN YOUR FAITH WITH THE CATHOLIC HERALD
Issue of March 5, 2020
Find the best fish fries in the Madison Diocese advertised during the Lenten season — check those local offerings and don’t miss out. Each week the Catholic Herald includes TV programs of note and movie reviews from the Office for Film and Broadcasting of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops.

Learn more about your Catholic faith by reading the Catholic Herald. If you do not subscribe but wish to receive the Catholic Herald print or new e-Edition in your home, contact your parish office.

DEEPEN YOUR FAITH WITH THE CATHOLIC HERALD
Issue of March 12, 2020
This week, the Catholic Herald features a special section on Catholic Marriage and Family Life, including articles of interest for those approaching marriage, were recently married, or are looking to continue enriching their married life. Every week the Catholic Herald keeps readers up to date with briefs and more in-depth articles from Catholic News Service on events around the nation and the world.

Learn more about your Catholic faith by reading the Catholic Herald. If you do not subscribe but wish to receive the Catholic Herald print or new e-Edition in your home, contact your parish office.
DEEPEN YOUR FAITH WITH THE CATHOLIC HERALD

Issue of March 19, 2020
This week's Catholic Herald features a special section on Church vocations, with articles relating to vocations in the Diocese of Madison. Read about how seminarians, priests, and Religious answered God's call. The Catholic Herald always keeps readers up to date locally with coverage of events happening around the Diocese of Madison — like the scrumptious Friday fish fries! M-m-yummmmm . . .

Learn more about your Catholic faith by reading the Catholic Herald. If you do not subscribe but wish to receive the Catholic Herald print or new e-Edition in your home, contact your parish office.

DEEPEN YOUR FAITH WITH THE CATHOLIC HERALD

Issue of March 26, 2020
This week, the Catholic Herald features its County Connection section with a focus on wonderfully Swiss Green County. This Catholic Herald also includes a special Senior Focus section that addresses issues pertinent to senior Catholics.

Learn more about your Catholic faith by reading the Catholic Herald. If you do not subscribe but wish to receive the Catholic Herald print or new e-Edition in your home, contact your parish office.